LETTER OF APOLOGY AND NOTICE OF RETRACTION

The Revista Ibero-Americana de Estudos em Educação wishes to retract the publication of the article “People with disabilities (PWD) egressed from a vocational training: work and education”, which was submitted to us by Maria Cecília de Souza Minayo; Pedro Demo; and Renan Antônio da Silva. The article was: a) submitted to the journal, in March 2020; b) requested for corrections, in May; c) approved, in August; and d) published on August 30, 2020, in our volume 15, issue 4, from October to December, pages 1703 to 1729.

Recently, we became aware of the fact that the same article had been published under the title “Work and education: instruments for the inclusion of persons with disabilities in society”, by Marília Macorin de Azevedo; Senira Annie Ferraz Fernandes; and Lea Rossi, in the Revista Eletrônica Pesquiseduca, in its volume 13, issue 29, January to April 2021, pages 136 to 158.

When questioned about the matter, Renan Antônio da Silva claimed to have mistakenly sent the article - which we later found out had been entrusted to him for the organization of a dossier. As a result, the text was withdrawn from our journal.

The Revista Ibero-Americana de Estudos em Educação reaffirms its RETRACTION for what happened, apologizing first to Marília Macorin de Azevedo, Senira Annie Ferraz Fernandes and Lea Rossi, the real authors of the work published in our journal. We also apologize to all the readers and authors who daily place their trust in the technical and ethical procedures that guide our editorial conduct.

Unfortunately, we have been deceived by trust and by the unfolding of the timeline, since the manuscript that reached us as authorial and original, effectively, had not yet been published by the real authors. Otherwise, a simple procedure to detect plagiarism would have solved the entire situation.

Our trajectory, in 17 years of editorial history, is an example of the affirmation of the intellectual work of the articles that we bring to the public, of the effort to disseminate national and international researchers that dignify the academic educational community, assuming ethical commitments and authorial responsibility for their investigative results.

Therefore, we publish!
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